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ABSTRACT
This paper presented a study on proposing a method for motivation with the use of QFD. It was reported
by three students who majored in MOT at Graduate School of Science and Engineering, Yamagata
University in 2009. QFD has been widely used in manufacture and service industries for making
improvement with the existing products and programs. However, in this study, QFD was not used in the
sense of “activation” to improve motivation. Rather, it took the viewpoint of “what is required by
customers”, the central theme QFD, to approach the problem. With reference to the process of
knowledge conversion suggested by the SECI Model, the study operated with the basic principles and
steps of QFD. In the paper, the major steps of QFD leading to setting quality planning were outlined and
the implication of the study was discussed.
Keywords: Quality function deployment, QFD, motivation, quality of life

1.0 Introduction
Quality function deployment (QFD) can be described as a methodology that makes every process of
product development transparent, starting from understanding the qualities demanded by customers all
the way down to establishing quality planning and determining design quality (1-9).
Product quality is built with many elements, including functional parts, components, manufacturing
processes, and so on. No single human being is capable of managing all of these alone, so QFD
empowers us to gain control over the critical points of such a vast network of quality. By making the
critical areas of the development process transparent, the safety of a product can be assured, various
problems can be prevented from materializing, thorough control and management become possible, and
a perfect product can be provided to consumers.
Motivation is also like this – a vast network of quality that made up of a lot of elements. In this study,
the problem of motivation was approached from viewpoint of “what is required by customers”. Using
QFD to identify the critical points of the vast network of quality of motivation, improvement could be
made easily.

2.0

QFD and SECI Model

In last March, the author published a new book called “Quality Function Deployment – Knowledge
Conversion of SECI Model and QFD”. Professor Ikujiro Nonaka et al. proposed a theory on the
conversion from tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge for product development. By going through
four phases, namely, (1) Socialization (tacit to tacit), (2) Externalization (tacit to explicit), (3)
Combination (explicit to explicit), and, (4) Internalization (explicit to tacit), new knowledge could be
created from the process (10). However, the concept corresponding to tacit and explicit knowledge has
been widely applied in the QFD community for over 40 years. Specific methods have long been
established and used in new product development. Figure 1 illustrates the linkage between QFD and
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SECI Model (11). This paper will show the creation of new knowledge that proposed SECI Model for
doing motivation with using QFD.
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Figure 1: QFD and SEC1 Model

3.0

The Study

The company conducted the study was one that has been seeking methods for doing motivation. For
establishing quality planning, the development team had included three other companies into the study for
comparison purpose. Below are the details of the companies:

Table 1: Information of the companies of the study
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3.1 Extraction of Demanded Quality
The voice of the customer (VOC) was collected with using the scene deployment method. Different
scenes from daily life were explored to capture raw data. For each scene, demanded items were first
extracted and consequently turned into demanded qualities. For example, the original datum of “Have
smile appearance” was related to the scenes of “When I do my job” and “When eating delicious food”.
For the scene of “When I do my job”, demanded items of “Design power” and “Driving power” were
extracted. The demanded item of “Design power” was further translated into the demanded quality of
“Possess many ideas”. As demanded items may contain expressions other than customer requirements, it
is necessary to complete the extraction of demanded qualities from one demanded item before move on to
next demanded item. Table 2 shows the process of converting the VOC into demanded qualities.

Table 2: Data conversion from VOC into demanded qualities using scene deployment method
This is the first phase of the SECI Model. The tacit knowledge about customer requirements is still in the
form of tacit knowledge. Knowledge transformation has not yet been taken place.
3.2 Setting Demanded Quality Deployment Table
The demanded qualities were organized by putting them into groups using the KJ Method (or affinity
diagramming). The items were first grouped up from the 3rd level into the 2nd level. For example, four
demanded quality items at the 3rd level, namely “Have achievement”, “Have satisfaction”, “Have
response” and “Have fulfillment”, were put into a group at the 2nd level named as “Can provide mental
joy”. Figure 2 shows the grouping process.
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Figure 2: Demanded quality items at 3rd level were grouped up to 2nd level
The items at 2nd level were further grouped up to 1st level, again, using the KJ Method. For example, the
two items at the 2nd level, namely, “Can provide mental joy” and “Can provide satisfaction”, were
grouped up to 1st level with the name of “Can provide mental reward”. Figure 3 exhibits the result of the
grouping.

Figure 3: Demanded quality items were organized into 1st, 2nd and 3rd levels
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The purpose of grouping the demanded quality items was to put them into a hierarchy, or, a ladder of
abstraction. The degree of concreteness increases from 3rd level to 1st level of the ladder. Figure 4 shows
an example of one of the groups.

Figure 4: An example of demanded quality in hierarchical form
Through this organizing process, the tacit knowledge has become transparent. This is the second phase of
the SECI Model in which the tacit knowledge is transformed into explicit knowledge. The knowledge is
ready to use now.
3.3 Computation of Demanded Quality Weights
Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) was used to determine the degree of importance for each of the
demanded qualities at the 2nd level. Below is the scale used to do the pairwise comparison of AHP:
1 – Indicates the former and the latter are “equally important”
3 – Indicates the former is “moderately more important” than the latter
5 – Indicates the former is “strongly more important” than the latter
7 – Indicates the former is “very strongly more important” than the latter
9 – Indicates the former is “extremely more important” than the latter
Computation starts at the 1st level. The five demanded qualities at the 1st level were put into the AHP grid.
Comparison on the importance to customers was made for each pair of the five demanded qualities. For
example, “3” was assigned to the comparison of “Can provide mental reward” with “Can be managed by
oneself”, which indicated that “Can provide mental reward” was moderately more important than “Can be
managed by oneself”. Equally, “1/3” was assigned to the comparison of “Can be managed by oneself”
with “Can provide mental reward”, indicating that “Can be managed by oneself” was moderately less
important than “Can provide mental reward”. Table 3 exhibits the weights of importance of the five
demanded qualities at the 1st level.
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Table 3: Weights of importance of the five demanded qualities at the 1st level
Computation continued to the 2nd level. Items included in each of the five demanded qualities were put
into the AHP grid. Comparison on the importance to customers was made for each pair of the included
items. Table 3 exhibits the weights of importance of the items at the 2nd level of the demanded quality of
“Last long”.

Table 4: Weights of importance of the items at the 2nd level of the demanded quality of “Last long”
The global weight of importance for each item at the 2nd level was obtained by multiplying its local
weight with the weight of the group at the 1st level to which it belongs. For example, the global weight of
importance for the demanded quality of “Can provide mental joy” is 0.253 x 0.432 = 0.109. Table 5
displays the weights of importance for the demanded quality items at the 2nd level.
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Table 5: Weights of importance for the demanded quality items at the 2nd level

3.4 Setting Planned Quality
After determining the degree of importance for the demanded qualities, the team moved on to setting the
planned quality. With reference to the importance to customers and benchmarking the performance of
own company to other companies, the team set the planned quality level for each demanded quality item.
For example, as the demanded quality item of “Can be able to set target” was very important to customers
(17.68), the team thus set the planned quality level at 5. Another example was the demanded quality item
of “Simple”. The team set the planned quality level at 4 in regard to the fact that the performance of other
companies was generally low. If improvement could be made to this item, then it would greatly increase
customer satisfaction.
To bring the company’s performance to the level of the planned quality, level-up ratio, or improvement
rate, for each demanded quality item has to be calculated. For the demanded quality item of “Can provide
mental joy”, the performance of own company was 3 and the planned quality level was 4, the level-up
ratio was 4/3 = 1.33.
After calculating the level-up ratio, the team determined the sales point for each demanded quality item
using the ratings of ◎=1.5 & ○=1.2. For example, the sales point for the demanded quality of “Can be
able to set target” was set at 1.5. It was because the development team found that not only this demanded
quality was very important to the customers but the planned quality was also set at level 5. This
demanded quality would be important to sales.
The absolute weight of each demanded quality item was calculated by: weight of importance to customers
x level-up ratio x sales point. For example, the absolute weight of the demanded quality item of “Can be
able to set target” was 17.68 x 1.25 x 1.5 = 33.16, and, its final weight was 33.16/153.38 = 21.62.
Table 6 exhibits the completed quality planning table. From the table, three important demanded qualities
were identified: (1) “Can be able to set target” (21.62), (2) “Can raise morale” (10.57), and, (3) “Simple”
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(9.25). These three demanded qualities would be deployed into quality elements to design the motivation
program.

Table 6: Completed quality planned table
The findings obtained from quality planning should be presented in development meetings so as to make
the process transparent. Not only it could allow people for thorough discussion but also could bring
everybody’s knowledge together. This is the third phase of the SECI Model. The explicit knowledge
remains as explicit knowledge but becomes transparent. It is ready to be used for the fourth phase of
internalization to create new knowledge (Akao, 2008).

4.0

Conclusion

The study showed the use of QFD to develop motivation programs. It illustrated a simple method that
could be used to achieve two important points of motivation:
(1) Since demanded qualities were drawn from many aspects, including work, study and daily life, goal
setting therefore was greatly supported.
(2) Work towards goal gives impetus to start every day enthusiastically.
They start with the viewpoint of “what is required by customers” is important to improve the quality of
motivation programs.
Finally, I would like to express my gratitude to Dr. Catherine Chan for her kind efforts on translating the
paper for me.
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